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Experimentaion or Individualization
Without getting into the controversy
stirred by PETA and animal-testing of
drugs, and even PETA member Peter
Singer’s philosophical stance on what
he considers to be the relative value of
the life of someone born with a disability,
how do we know the possible sideeffects of drugs and procedures and
how they might affect people? In a lot
of cases researchers and medical practitioners have their patients try a certain
drug at a certain dose and report back
to their doctor on the drug’s effects. In
other cases, contract research
organizations pay people they
On January 4, 2008 the New
have recruited (and they
York Times reported the
...what is a family to do
actually call themselves
results of a study that
guinea pigs) to undergo
and where can they turn when
found that drugs preclinical trials of drugs
their child’s neurological and
scribed to people with
and procedures in the
developmental and
environmental sensitivities are
early phase of testing
cognitive disabilities
(The New Yorker,
unsolved puzzles that make life
are no more effective in
January 7, 2008). What
for them and for their family
curbing aggression than
this means is that the
placebos. Any research
very difficult?
guinea pigs are healthy
study tests an hypothesis, or
volunteers who agree to be
asks a question. The best studies
part of the testing in order to make
ask the best questions, and it is probamoney; they are not ill patients taking
ble that this study didn’t go far enough to
part in the trials in the hopes that they will
ask the best questions. The deeper and
receive some kind of therapeutic benefit.
more meaningful questions, rather than
Not surprisingly, the people who agree
asking what drugs can best curb aggresto be guinea pigs are poor, and they are
sion, would be about why people are
offered little or no protection, such as
behaving aggressively; could there be
paid medical care, if they are injured or
an undiagnosed medical condition, or
harmed in a study.
could there be something or someone at
Trial-and-error is the common experihome or at work that is causing a negaence among families and their doctors.
tive reaction, or is the person frustrated
This was the case for families of toddlers
by their lack of the ability to have a say
and older children portrayed in a recent
in decisions, etcetera?
There’s a quick fix for many maladies,
some you have experienced and
others you have never heard of.
Sometimes, a commercial for a prescription drug has you wondering if
you actually do have the symptoms
described. And in many cases modern
medicine has made life less dangerous
or painful than home remedies were
able to do in the past. When is it wise to
consider medical solutions and when is
it wise to keep on asking questions or be
willing to live with uncertainty for a little
while longer?
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Sister Act
The Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 2000
(P.L. 106–402) contains four grant programs designed to assist individuals
with developmental disabilities in reaching their maximum potential through
increased independence, productivity, inclusion, and community integration.
The three sister agencies in Colorado created by the DD Act are the
Developmental Disabilities Councils, the Protection and Advocacy
Organizations, and the University Centers for Excellence in
Developmental Disabilities. In Colorado the three sisters are the Colorado
Developmental Disabilities Council, The Legal Center and JFK Partners. In
addition to the three sister agencies, the fourth grant program under the
DD Act is for Projects of National Significance.
The Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council is guided by its FiveYear Plan for 2007–2011. The Council pursues systems change through
legislative and policy advocacy, and through grants to support demonstrations of innovative practices.
The Legal Center is an independent public interest non-profit specializing in
civil rights and discrimination issues. The Legal Center protects the human,
civil and legal rights of people with mental and physical disabilities, people
with HIV, and older people throughout Colorado.
JFK Partners provides interdisciplinary pre-service preparation of students
and fellows, community service activities, and the dissemination of information and research findings concerning people with developmental disabilities
in Colorado.
You will find information from the sister agencies in future issues of Between
the Lines. Just look for the Sister Act section!
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Individualization...continued from page 1

Frontline program on public television, entiDepartment of Education, University of
When
considering
how
tled “The Medicated Child.” Families and
Colorado/Colorado Springs, University of
their children’s doctors tried different medNorthern Colorado, Envision in Weld
to help out a child, a family
ications and different doses of medicaCounty, and Imagine! in Boulder County,
member or oneself, the quandary
tions, using the families’ observations as
among others. The Initiative has conducted
is
how
much
of
the
solution
is
a few trainings around Colorado, and is
the primary means of determining
experimentation and
available to do more. The contact person is
whether a medication was alleviating
Margaret Moore, Association for Community
such things as hyperactivity, inattention,
how much is
Living, (303) 946-7110. Information is also
depression, or bi-polar disorder as
individualization.
available at this website: http://www.acl boulexpressed in mood swings and something
der.org/positive_behavioral_support.htm
described as “explosive irritability.” One child
psychiatrist in the program admitted that prescribing
❖ Colorado’s Department of Education has undertaken
medications for children is an experiment and a gamble to
School-wide PBS since 2002, with 68 districts and 563
try the medications in young children, such as his four-year
schools incorporating the principles and practices in their
old patient. The federal Food and Drug Administration
schools. Go to http://www.cde.state.co.us/pbs/history
(FDA) is aware of the lack of research on medications for
ColoradoPBS.htm for more information.
children, and of studies on antidepressants such as Paxil
and Effexor that show that research on the drug effects on
❖ Dr. Lewis Jackson at the University of Northern Colorado
adults cannot be applied to children. One of the risks in havhas found that teams comprised of a family, their schooling children undergo trial-and-error with medications is that
aged child, a local school and a local advocacy group
the medications can cause permanent neurological damage.
can use the solution-focused planning approach to individualize an education and behavior plan to keep everyHowever, what is a family to do and where can they turn
one’s attention on the solutions only. And, it’s not just a
when their child’s neurological and environmental sensitivifeel-good exercise. It has effectively built capacity and
ties are unsolved puzzles that make life for them and for
systemic change in each family, school and community.
their family very difficult?
❖ The Association for Positive Behavior Support holds its
Yes, medications can be helpful. And, what else can be
annual conference on March 27–29, 2008 in Chicago
considered that will inform a family’s or an individual’s
(http://www.apbs.org/main.htm). The Association
choice when behavioral issues come up for a child at home
encourages networking in each state, and their website
or at school, or for an adult at work or at home? Some
contains information specific to Colorado.
alternatives that are available in Colorado and nationally
have to do with positive behavior support.
When considering how to help out a child, a family
member or oneself, the quandary is how much of the
❖ Colorado has had a Positive Behavior Support Initiative
solution is experimentation and how much is individual(PBSI) for many years. The Initiative developed a
ization. The good questions begin when considering
curriculum for training in positive behavior support for
how much a medical solution makes sense, and how
direct support professionals who work for Community
much can it be enhanced with behavioral supports and
Centered Boards (CCBs) and service providing agenteam effort.
cies. Some of the members of the Initiative are at the
Division for Developmental Disabilities, the Colorado
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flawed mutant geniuses! To me this kind of bias compares
with things such renowned geniuses as Hitler and Mengele
believed. Perhaps civilization needs us “mutants” to fix what’s
so clearly wrong with this planet and the attitudinally challenged “non-mutants” who inhabit and control it! Their track
record, after all, is not so good, to put it quite mildly.

AUTISM
FROM THE
INSIDE OUT
In a recent news story, the following was reported: “Genetic flaw
appears to increase risk of autism” Updated Wed. Jan. 9 2008
5:04 PM ET CTV.ca News Staff: “Researchers have made an
important discovery in the search for answers in the mystery
of autism. They’ve identified a genetic flaw that appears to
increase one’s susceptibility to the condition. The researchers
found that a segment of chromosome 16 is either missing or
duplicated in about one per cent of individuals with autism or
related disorders.”
That may not sound like much, but the study’s senior author,
Dr. Mark Daly, of the Massachusetts General Hospital Center
for Human Genetic Research, tells CTV News that those people who have this chromosomal abnormality have ‘a very,
very high risk of autism.’ In fact, kids with the chromosomal
abnormality have a 100-fold increased chance of developing
autism than kids without it. What’s more, the researchers
found that the gene flaw does not appear to be inherited. In
the autistic kids the researchers identified who had the flaw,
none of their parents had it as well. “This tells us this is a
spontaneously rising mutation,” says Daly. Dr. Steven
Scherer, a senior scientist in Genetics & Genome Biology
at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick
Children says that will come as good
news to many parents of autistic children. “We can actually tell the families—it’s not your fault. It’s just something that happens randomly, a
genetic roll of the dice,” he says.

People need to study autism, communication, neurology,
intelligence, etc., before daring to assume and presume they
know of what they speak. I am a former user of Facilitated
Communication (FC), an admittedly controversial technique,
who became an independent typist after three years of being
facilitated. Over time, I went from being considered profoundly
retarded, severely autistic and unable to learn with no hope of
ever communicating, to having my IQ test at a genius level,
graduating high school with honors, having an Associates
degree with honors from a community college and a dual
Bachelor’s degree from an esteemed university with honors,
being a published author and composer and in-demand presenter at conferences and colleges. I just also happen to use
the augmentative communication device known as a Lightwriter
and have used other devices and can assure you they are not
only very valid and accepted devices, but often also very expensive pieces of equipment that Medicaid
and insurance pay for as a medical
necessity and school districts pay for as
an educational aid. Therefore, I say to
those who doubt to please do some
research and keep an open mind or you
fail to give people who most deserve and
need it the benefit of the doubt.

copyright©shutterstock.com/Varina and Jay Patel

I actually shrieked when I read this!
How dare they assume that a gene
mutation is a “flaw” or a bad thing
that needs fixing when evolutionary
theory and history both tell us that
good mutations improve the species
while bad mutations are eliminated
via natural selection? Darwin must
have spun in his grave, as did
Einstein, Edison, Van Gogh, daVinci
and countless other genetically

Before we talk about “curing” autism, maybe we need to
figure out what it is and how we define it! In my point of
view, autism is a mystery—a dilemma—a puzzle— an enigma— a conundrum—a curse—a gift— NOT a “disease” in
need of a “cure”! This is why I repeatedly argue that we
should “Cure meat and treat people!” I do not have a
disease—I have DIS-abilities as well as ABILITIES that
cause UNEASE—generally to others more than to myself!
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In my case, my abilities were tested
and documented by court-ordered,
school district, and psychologist double blind testing and I still have never
stated that FC works for
everybody—nothing works for everybody. A simple pill can poison one as
easily as treat one’s illness, but I do
resent the implication that it works for
nobody! If you went into a situation

where “incredulity” and doubt would only allow and even
guarantee failure, what do you think the result might be? If
you were forced to prove yourself, your intelligence, your
sentience and your credibility by non-believers and skeptics,
would that make it easier or harder? Have you ever even
remotely considered that the person you try to deny might not
like you or feel comfortable sharing with you, and/or might have
picked up on your “incredulity” and doubt and obvious negative
bias? I certainly pick up on it whenever I encounter it.

RE-VISION I

© 12-11-07 Sharisa Joy Kochmeister
The journey to light
Is tough and long,
But it helps if I color
The darkness with song.
My heart fills with feelings,
My mind with emotions
That often run
Far deeper than oceans.
Poetry is a way for me
To set ideas and emotions free.
And show the world that I can be
More than what they think they see.

Lastly, if I and other FC users and former FC users have
graduated with honors from colleges and universities, and
have degrees in various areas of study and have been
appointed to state boards, been invited to the White House
by the President, won advocacy awards, spoken at many
professional conferences as presenters and keynote
speakers, served as advisers to medical and professional
and disability organizations, are published authors, performed
composers, gifted artists and scientists and educators, consultants and communications trainers, and have testified as
expert witnesses before Congressional committees and state
legislatures and attorneys general, did we “scam” them all into
trusting us and believing in us or perhaps do they value us for
our clear expertise in autism and other disabilities? Please
feel free to discuss, challenge, comment, prognosticate,
pontificate, define, etc.

So give me a new body and brain
When days just feel like endless rain
And take away the tears and pain
That threaten to drive me insane.

SHARISA’S JOYOUS
RESOLUTION
© Sharisa Joy Kochmeister 12-30-07
When the tears and anger choose to subside
And make way for the joy that hides inside
I can face the world in a brand new way
Knowing each new day is a better day
And my New Year’s Wish and Resolution
Is a mind and body free from pollution
Of anger, sadness, and isolation
That lead to feelings of desolation
And desperation and depression
That prevents any chance of a smooth progression
Into a future where I’ll feel free
To become all that I am meant to be.

The bottom line for me is that what we need to truly
celebrate in life is life itself and its diversity... the hope and
joy that is part of being human… what I call the “Evolution
Revolution”! Challenges are not obstacles unless one allows
them to be and accepts them as such—and even if most of my
life has far too often felt like an obstacle course, I am glad to have
risen to the challenges, leaped the barriers, climbed the walls,
walked the tightropes, conquered the chasms, and learned to
embrace my autism and its gifts along with any inconveniences!

So, PLEASE, “cure” my epilepsy, “cure” my
cerebral palsy, “cure” whatever causes me
horrific physical and emotional pain, BUT treat
the person I am—don’t dare to talk of “curing”
my autism or ME!

CHALLENGED
© Sharisa Joy Kochmeister 1-9-08
It’s a challenging world
In which we live
With challenging people
And challenging ways –
And I hope to remember it
Fondly with humor
When I look back on it
One of these days!

I am, after all, what I am meant to be—and if I can accept
you for who you are, I expect no less. One has to accept
oneself if one desires the acceptance of others!

I truly enjoy expressing my feelings via
poetry, so here are my most recent poems:

Sharisa Joy Kochmeister
President of the Autism National Committee,
But first and FOREMOST and ALWAYS
A HUMAN BEING With HUMAN NEEDS, EMOTIONS,
DESIRES and FRUSTRATIONS!
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CURE =GENOCIDE
There is much talk about autism in the
news today and most Americans have a
passing familiarity with that word and at
least one or two characteristics that
mark a person as having this disability.
What is it about autism spectrum differences that non-autistics want to cure or
change, or, as a famous person said about
autism, that it should be “eradicated”?
Autism Speaks, a prominent organization,
has in its video a picture of a young person and the caption says, “I want a
world where autism is something we
read about in a history book.” Is getting
rid of the cause of autism or the characteristics or behaviors that entail autism
make this society better?
What scares non-autistic people about
us who are on the autism spectrum?
Are our differences such a ‘threat’ on the
order of a jihad by al-Qaeda? We have
been compared that way before. Is it
because we push the parameters of
what it is to be human? Is it because we
don’t have the usual social pretense and
get to the point about important things?
That we have interests in things that
people don’t think about or that our body
movements seem unpredictable? Nonautistic people accuse us of not having
empathy or theory of mind. And yet,
when I read about the riots in Kenya, or
people eating dirt in Haiti, or a person in
Chicago shooting five people at a mall, it
is not autistic people who perpetuate
these acts.

where it is today. In
2002, one of the
Nobel Prize winners
in Economics, Vernon
Smith has Asperger
syndrome and founded the field of experimental economics, where laboratory
methods are used to test economic
theories. His ability to think outside of
the box led to the development of a new
field in economics has enhanced how
we think about markets. Over fifteen
years ago, in Los Angeles, the first autistic run support group, Adult Gathering
United and Autistic (AGUA) wouldn’t
have been founded if it weren’t for Jerry
Newport, an autistic man who has a gift
for numbers. Not only is he good at
organizing groups, he is a gifted writer
and has written articles and books (one
book was with his wife, Mary) and has
been a speaker at various conferences
nationally and internationally. And back
in LA those many years ago when
AGUA was formed, it was the first support group of its kind. Now, groups like
GRASP, with its headquarters in New
York City, and chapters in different cities
exist partially because of AGUA.

copyright©shutterstock.com/photogl—Auschwitz, Birkenau, Poland

Without people with autism, our society
would not be where it is today. For
example, at least 1/3 of our meat comes
from cattle that have gone through
chutes that are designed by a professor
at CSU in Ft. Collins. Temple Grandin.
She has said numerous times that if she
could snap her fingers and not be autistic, she wouldn’t do it. She likes the fact
that she can visualize things in exquisite
detail. Without her autism, animal welfare and the meat industry would not be
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If autism was eradicated and society
didn’t have people who focus on narrow
aspects of life, or think about the great
questions of life while others are partying, nothing would be invented, great
philosophical questions would not be
asked or answered, plays, songs, and
fictional books (especially science fiction) would not be written, sung or acted.
Mathematics and science would not be
where they are today if it wasn’t for
autistic people. Music wouldn’t be the
same if it wasn’t for autistic people. After
all, for example, Paul Erdos, a prolific
20th century mathematician wouldn’t be
what he was if it wasn’t for autism. If it
wasn’t for autism, Glenn Gould would
not have been the great musician that
he was. Donna Williams, is not only an
author, but a musician and an artist. Her
books such as Nobody Nowhere and
Somebody Somewhere have been
translated into other languages such as
German and Japanese.
Nazi Germany, Soviet Russia, and Pol
Pot’s Cambodia tried and failed to exterminate people who they deemed as not
worthy to live. They tried to create a
human being that fit into whatever
ideology they fervently believed in. And
what happened? Those societies are in
the ash heap of history. Societies that
accept and embrace diversity become
more dynamic and creative. As a society, we are in this together. Autistic people
have much to contribute to society and
not only that, but without us, society
would not be where it is today.
Kathy Grant is a Denver resident and a
member of the Colorado Developmental
Disabilities Council



“Bernie, We Need to Work on
Your Tooth Brushing Program”:
Life-sharing, Love and Medicaid Funding
There are times when so-called natural
supports or just friends seem to make
sense over the professional, clinical,
or rule bound approach to life. Living
circumstances are one of the most
common places where the disconnect
between being a client and being a
neighbor can be evident.
Bernie and Jeanette were great friends
and had been roommates for three
years, since Bernie’s liberation from the
SONYEA (the State of New York
Epilepsy Asylum), known as regional
centers in Colorado. Bernie and
Jeanette went to movies, took hikes in
the nearby hills, picked tomatoes for
spaghetti sauce, and talked about the
people around them. Bernie worked
downtown in a segregated workshop
and visited a quick stop type store at the
transfer location on his bus route. All he
needed there were cigarettes and Vicks
cough drops. Life was good, except for
the sheltered workshop, of course.
The home-like environment in which
Jeanette and Bernie lived was funded
80% by Medicaid waiver dollars. The
comprehensive waiver was supposed
to make the traditional Medicaid system
user- friendly based on the needs of
each state and person being served.
Bernie had a lot of goals on his service
plan to define the supports he would get
from his service agency. There were
quality assurance people to make sure
health and safety was met via visiting
the house and reviewing paperwork.
It was tough to bend the health insurance bureaucracy to fit the relationship
between Bernie and Jeanette. What got
bizarre was when there was an inspection of the house and questions posed:

❖ What has been the progress on the
tooth-brushing program?

❖ Is there any change in his ability to
make change and spend his money
appropriately?

❖ Is he independent on RTD routes
so he can get to the shopping malls?

❖ Is his grooming any better—he
seems to be wearing the same
sweater each time I see him?

Reality to the above:
❖ Goal #1—Bernie will brush his
teeth at least twice a day with
supervision by staff. Bernie had
been on Dilantin for seizures for so
many years, that the side effects
made his gums sensitive and
brushing too painful. There was no
progress on his teeth- brushing
program due to the pain. It was odd
to practice tooth brushing after dinner when everyone else was either
reading or watching TV and Bernie
just didn’t want to do it.

❖ Goal #2—Bernie will learn to make
change using dimes, nickels,
quarters, one-dollar bills over the
next three months. The same
person at the neighborhood store
sold Bernie his cigarettes and Vicks
cough drops daily and always gave
Bernie the same change for the his
same $5 bill. Bernie didn’t see the
need for making change and was
not likely to use his fake change
program in the evenings when
everyone else was reading or
watching TV.

❖ Goal #3—Bernie will increase his
mobility skills to locations
beyond the route in which he
travels to work. Jeanette, the staff
responsible for this goal, didn’t know
how to ride RTD to any location.
They had recruited the wrong staff
for this task. Bernie was teaching
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Jeanette what he knew of RTD.
Again, goal unmet.

❖ Goal #4—Bernie will choose a
range of clothing socially appropriate to the situation. Bernie did
indeed wear the same style sweater
always, as when he left SONYEA,
he had two things in his pocket—
cigarettes and Vicks cough drops.
These two items were always
accessible in his front pocket and
due to the New York winters, this
clothing happened to always be a
sweater. The range of clothing the
planning team was looking for was
just not going to happen.
Questions posed to Bernie and Jeanette
over time were an indication of the
experience of the person asking the
question. “Are you a host home
provider?”—that typically came from
case managers and service providers in
planning meetings. “Is Bernie your roommate or husband?” often came from
neighbors. Case managers asked if we
had a shift-staffing pattern. Neighbors
asked how long we had lived together.
Psychologists asked what Bernie’s label
was and how long he had been on
which medication. Neighbors didn’t
know to ask such questions. A pattern
occurred that the further the person was
from the human service system, the
more human the questions were.
Amazing thing of it all was that Bernie had
begun walking in the neighborhood with Jeanette
just because he liked spending time with her and
they were friends. This had never happened before
with paid shift staff or in other places like SONYEA.
It couldn’t be explained —it was the relationship,
not the plan, guiding their lives.The miracle was just
not under the control of a service plan.

Expert Experiments
36% of people with intellectual disabilities in residential settings in the United Kingdom are prescribed
psychotropic medications in the absence of a diagnosed psychiatric illness. (AJMR, January 2008)
By 1972, the pharmaceutical industry was doing more than 90 percent of its experimental testing on prisoners.
In October 2000, nearly 300 former inmates filed suit against the University of Pennsylvania, dermatologist Albert M.
Kligman and corporate giants Dow Chemical and Johnson & Johnson for injuries, lingering physical illnesses and psychological trauma suffered as a result of experimental research conducted at Holmesburg Prison in Philadelphia
between 1951 and 1974. (In These Times, January 23, 2002)
In 2005, 3.7 million people were enrolled in drug tests sponsored by the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has farmed out much of the responsibility for overseeing safety of drug trials to
private companies known as institutional review boards. Pharmaceutical companies finance these boards.
(The Seattle Times, November 6, 2005)

An estimated one-third of youngsters with autism are prescribed psychotropic drugs to control their behavior and outlook. (UPI, April 20, 2007)
52 elementary schools in Illinois using school wide Positive Behavior Support (SW-PBS) were compared with 69 schools
that were just adopting it. On average, 62.19% of third graders in schools using SW-PBS met or exceeded the state reading standard. By comparison, an average of 46.6% of third graders in schools not using SW-PBS met the same standard.
(Impact, Volume 18, Number 2, Spring 2005)
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